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What a privilege, thrill
and honor it is to work in
the oil and gas business. It is
doubly so to pursue that
endeavor as an indepen-
dent. We are engaged in the
business of wealth-build-
ing, while at the same time
providing an essential

source of freedom to the marketplace. The
wealth thus created is not confined to us
personally, but extends to society as a
whole in providing jobs, property taxes
and royalty income to countless mineral
owners. The fruit of our labor is a product
that has little value if undiscovered, but
shapes the local, regional and national
economy in a major way once exploited
and put to good use. The impact each of us
has on the local economies in which our
activities are centered are many. 

A prospect is generated. Land is leased.
Investors are identified. Millions of dollars
are committed and flow to local contrac-
tors in order to evaluate the idea. If suc-
cessful, oil and gas are produced and sold,
providing an income stream for working
interest owners, landowners and taxing
authorities. If the discovery results in addi-
tional drilling and production, the dollars
are multiplied. Those dollars flow into the
local community. Think back for a moment
on all the projects you have been involved
in over the course of your career, and try to
recall how many dollars were expended.
Those are dollars your efforts brought into
an area that otherwise would have gone
elsewhere. The oil and gas thus discovered

(Continued on Page 7)

Note: This article is from the New Orleans
Chapter, and is the ninth in a series submitted
by SIPES Members and chapters.

Introduction
The New Orleans Geological Society

(NOGS), with its many SIPES members,
has a long history of publishing field stud-
ies. Between 1960 and 1987, ten field vol-
umes were published. However, no addi-
tional volumes had been published until
this year as no one was willing to take on
the enormous task of soliciting fields for
inclusion, overseeing the drafting of dis-
plays to a consistent standard, editing the
write-ups, and coordinating the publish-
ing. 

(Continued on Page 22)
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Recent Discoveries in
South Louisiana Fields
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The following reports on national and environmental issues
were prepared by SIPES President Marc Maddox and
Environmental Committee Chair Donna Balin. The national
report was presented by Marc Maddox to the SIPES Board of
Directors at the board meeting on June 20, 2011. The views and
opinions expressed are those of the authors. Some of the informa-
tion presented is in the public domain and is available from a
variety of sources; other references were selected by the authors,
and are noted on their reports.

 NATIONAL ENERGY
WTI Futures $92.28   —   Brent Futures $113.21
In an unprecedented development, the differential

between WTI and Brent oil futures contracts has increased
to over $20 since the beginning of 2011. Historically these
contracts have traded within a couple of dollars of one
another. The cause of this development, according to press
reports, is the influx of crude oil into the storage facilities

at Cushing, Oklahoma, and the lack of sufficient trans-
portation to take the oil away to refineries from there. This
situation has developed as new pipelines from Canada
and the influx of shale oil from the Bakken play in North
Dakota have flooded the facility.

EPA versus Range Resources. In the National Energy
Report prepared for the last SIPES Quarterly, comment was
made on the hearing by the Texas Railroad Commission
that exonerated Range Resources for any blame in the con-
tamination of groundwater by natural gas production
from the Barnett Shale. If you remember, the contamina-
tion of groundwater in the area in question was found to
go back for decades, and is the result of the angular uncon-
formable contact of Pennsylvanian gas bearing strata with
shallow aquifers. Further recall that the EPA, realizing that
its claim was unsubstantiated, failed even to appear at the
hearing held in January 2011.

Despite the lack of a case and failure to appear before the
Commission, EPA has now filed a lawsuit in the Federal
District Court of Texas' Northern Division. EPA is asking
the court to impose a fine of "between $10 and $20 million"
against Range Resources for "failure to comply with an
emergency order." The Emergency Order in question was
the one issued by the EPA to stop the pollution of ground-
water by Range operated wells in the Barnett Shale —
which was proven beyond a shadow of any doubt to be a
false accusation in the hearing that EPA representatives
failed to attend! My head spins even trying to follow this
logic!

The last item to report on is that the Texas Legislature
took no action on the Sunset Committee recommendation
to restructure the Texas Railroad Commission. There
remain three elected commissioners and no change to the
name. The legislature did however stipulate that sitting
Commissioners should be discouraged from running for
other offices. The Commission has been used for many
years now as a stepping stone for the political ambitions of
motivated ladder-climbers.
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 ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
By late spring or early summer 2012, the world's human

population will reach the seven billion mark. That number
may or may not seem large, but consider that it took all of
human history until 1804 to reach the one billion mark,
and 123 years after that to add another billion. The world's
population stood at six billion in 1999, so the addition of
the next billion milestone in 2012 will have taken only 13
years. The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that by the year
2050, world population will have reached 9.4 billion,
meaning that any child born in the year 2000 can expect to
see a 50% increase in population by the time they are 50.

Albert Bartlett, a physicist at the University of Colorado
at Boulder and outspoken advocate for population control,
said "the greatest shortcoming of the human race is our 
inability to understand the exponential function." The
exponential J-curve of population growth is not just an
issue at the global level, but is paralleled at the U.S. nation-
al level, with many state and local areas straining under
similar rapid increases in population. The U.S. population
has doubled since 1950, and the current Census Bureau
estimate of 311 million is over four times the population in
1900 (76 million). As an example at the state level, Texas'
population stood at 25.1 million in the 2010 census — eight
times the 1900 population (3 million).

Too often the issue of population is taken blithely, or with
resignation, as a given. But rarely is there any real discus-
sion about the specific consequences of this unbridled
growth, other than in generalities. As geoscientists, our
organization is concerned with the use of earth's resources

including issues of production, consumption, and
reserves. No doubt, we are almost universally familiar
with the 1956 peak oil projections of M. King Hubbert and
that we are now free-wheeling down the decline curve
nationally since the 1970s. We may also be at the year of
world peak oil, with a near-flat production curve since
2004. The dismal prospects for long-term availability of
petroleum have turned attention nationally to "renewable
resources," but what are the real prospects for renewables
in the context of their mineral demands?

An online video presentation by Colorado State
Geologist, Vince Matthews, discusses this overlooked
aspect of the public rush to renewables
(https://public.me.com/svmatt), and some of the points of
the May 2011 talk will be summarized here. Renewable
energy technologies such as wind power are dependent
on a lot of minerals/elements — for instance, neodymium,
molybdenum, and iron ore are used in wind turbine pro-
duction. Neodymium is used for the lightweight perma-
nent magnets; however, this element — like most of the
rare earth elements — is controlled almost exclusively by
China. This element and other rare earths are also used in
the Toyota Prius, the highly-touted automobile favored by
the environmental movement. Over the past few years,
however, China has cut its exports of neodymium, prefer-
ring to keep supplies at home for their own industries. 

Molybdenum is used in the steel for wind turbine blades
to enhance strength under expanded temperature ranges
and corrosion resistance. Until recently, the U.S. was the
world's number one producer of molybdenum. Between
2003 and 2005, the U.S. doubled its exports of this com-
modity, with the bulk of the exports going to China (cur-
rently the number one producer). World demand led to a
997% price increase during this same period. Although
prices fell in 2008 along with almost all other industrial
metals, the price rebounded 125% in the following two
years. In spite of the U.S. position as the world's second-
largest molybdenum producer, this commodity is com-
monly unavailable domestically as a consequence of inter-
national contracts.

A similar story holds for the production of photovoltaic
cells in the solar energy industry. An assortment of com-
modities is necessary to the solar industry including cad-
mium, tellurium, indium, germanium, selenium, copper,
and others. It's worth considering that of 65 non-fuel min-
eral commodities, we import 69% of those minerals at a
rate of over 50%, and we import nearly half of those min-
erals at a rate exceeding 75%. The point is that we won't
get away from imports as a nation by moving to alterna-
tive technologies.

The United States created a strategic mineral stockpile in
1914 for the purpose of amassing critical raw materials in
the event of shortages caused by wartime constraints or
exporter withholdings. In 1980, the U.S. started selling off
its stockpile, a process that continued until 2009.

(Continued)
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A) The Age of Petroleum in its geological context.
B) The historical and projected world population growth curve
superimposed on world petroleum production. Exponential 
population growth is pushing natural resource availability to 
crisis situations.



Meanwhile, Japan decided to double their stockpile in
2005, and other countries such as South Korea began their
own strategic mineral reserve initiatives.

Competing with our national interest in obtaining these
valuable commodities are the other nations of the world,
particularly China, followed by India. China's consump-
tion of natural resources has exploded in the 21st century,
beginning especially about 2002 or 2003. China's rush to
secure the world's natural resources has led to not only
scarcity of certain commodities, but extreme price increas-
es. Their influence on the molybdenum market was
already discussed. In another example, even as the world's
number two copper producer, China imports 82% of this
resource, influencing the 457% increase in copper's price
from 2003 to July 2008. Notably, fifty percent of all copper
mined in the world was just in the last 25 years, reflecting
the high demand imposed by world population growth
and the desire for increasing affluence in traditionally
underdeveloped countries.

The impact on the coal market used for electricity gener-
ation is also being felt. World electricity growth soared
more than 70% over the last two decades, with China, the
U.S., and India accounting for 56% of that growth. Until
December 2006, China produced all the coal they needed,
but now they are in a huge net import situation. In the two 
decades since 1990, China doubled their use of coal, and
since 2006, the price of Central Appalachian coal went
from approximately $38/ton to a high of $140/ton in 2008.
The current spot price of Central Appalachian coal is
$80.15 (EIA). Much of America's electricity is generated
from coal sold on long-term, fixed-price contracts, but as
those contracts expire, expect these higher coal prices to
have a significant impact on electricity prices for our coun-
try. At the same time, the current administration's policies
through the EPA are forcing some coal-generated power
plants to close under expanded regulations, such as the
new Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS), which will
further impact both the cost and supply of electricity.

An exponentially increasing population striving to
improve their standard of living is clearly placing an extra-

ordinary demand on natural resources including industri-
al minerals, coal, and other raw materials. The United
States has an annual growth rate just under one percent,
which may sound small, but in fact means that our popu-
lation will double to 622 million in about 70 years if that
growth rate is maintained. With regard to the resources
needed to satisfy the demands of the next doubling peri-
od, an amount equal to all of the resources that have ever
been consumed in all of history is required! With the
demands of the present world population already out-
stripping natural resources, it is clear that the term "sus-
tainable" does not apply. Future conflicts will undoubtedly
arise over the raw materials that are required to spur eco-
nomic growth and quality of life. With the increasing
scarcity of water, minerals, energy, and other resources, it
is population growth that represents the key environmen-
tal issue for our generation.

Sources: Colorado State Geologist Vince Matthews' May
12, 2011 video (https://public.me.com/svmatt) was relied
on heavily for the bulk of this article regarding commodi-
ties; it was supplemented with information from other
public sources including the EIA and USGS. Population
information was compiled by the author from U.S. Census
Bureau data.
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This is a topic to which I have really
never given much thought, until now. I
suppose the “why” is rooted in my family
psyche. It is something that has to do with
the collective memories of emigration by
my forbearers from the Old World. Now I
know to some that must sound like either
a lot of hooey or like I am trying to deify

my family’s motivation for coming to America. I really
don't mean it in either of those perspectives. You see, like
most of us, my family, Irish on my father’s side and Czech
on my mother’s side, came to America in the mid and late
1800s because there were no opportunities for them in
Europe. Most of the families spoke no English and none
were educated. They were dirt poor and illiterate.
Consequently, whatever success they achieved had to
come as a result of the grace of God, their own hard work,
intelligence and good fortune. This legacy of my family
has been oft remembered at many family reunions, and I
am proud of it. For me to do any less would be disrespect-
ing the memory of those who went before me, especially
given the intellectual assets and tools that I have had the
opportunity to acquire and develop.

In my life there were two family members who embod-
ied this ethic, my father, Thomas, and my mother’s broth-
er, John Reznicek. From my father, I learned the impor-
tance of being the best one could be and the importance of
cultivating a persistence to succeed by not giving up or
quitting. I can often hear him in the recesses of my memo-
ry saying, “A winner never quits and a quitter never wins!”
My father was an engineer in the aerospace industry and
he loved it. He was a design engineer and worked on some
of the cutting edge projects that Boeing produced during
the 1950s and 1960s. In October 1957, when I was 6, my
father took me outside late at night to watch the Sputnik
satellite pass overhead. At that time there was not much
background light from the city and one could see the satel-
lites passing overhead. I was fascinated with this and my
intellectual curiosity was hatched. I began to read every-
thing I could about the Earth, the planets and the Moon.
My introduction to earth science had begun. From my
Uncle John, I learned the importance of doing something
you loved and enjoyed. He farmed the same land every
day for almost 70 years until he died. I would spend sev-
eral summers working on his farm with my brothers and
cousins. Believe me my Uncle John utilized the extra hands
that my brothers and I provided him. We earned our keep.
We thought we were on vacation, at least it seemed like a
vacation since we were with our cousins and our parents
were nowhere to be seen. Three days before he passed at
the age of 91, he was plowing a field to prepare it for

spring planting. No one I ever met knew more about the
weather, erosion and how to stop or mitigate it’s effects or
how to improve the soil. Being an earth scientist (though
not in the formal sense) made him successful at farming.

Then along came two more significant mentors in my
life. The first was an engineer like my father. He was a geo-
logical engineer who owned a rock and soils testing labo-
ratory, and also was a professor of geology at the universi-
ty I would later attend. I met him when I was 11 and he
was an assistant scoutmaster of the Boy Scout troop I
joined. Dr. James E. Myers was active in the local geologi-
cal society and would frequently lead field trips through
the department of geology in association with various
classes that were being taught. I would accompany him,
his son and another classmate and scout mate of mine on
field trips. We would spend four or five weekends a year
for the next four years hunting for rocks, minerals and fos-
sils in various locations in Oklahoma, Kansas and
Colorado. It was my first formal introduction to earth sci-
ence. By the time I was 15, my interests had evolved to a
different set of adolescent priorities and my tenure with
Boy Scouts came to an end. I practically forgot all of these
adventures. I would encounter this man again, two years
into college when I enrolled in fundamentals of geology
course with him as the instructor. As in other endeavors, I
quickly found out that having a familiarity with someone
I respected did not result in it being easier for me to
achieve success. That familiarity actually resulted in the
mentor knowing better what I was capable of, and as a
result, made him more demanding. Surprisingly to me, I
always rose to the occasion.

The second mentor I actually encountered about the
same time I joined Boy Scouts, but I really didn’t interact
with him until I was in high school. He was a Catholic
priest and physics teacher at the high school I would soon
attend. Father Robert A. Simms, SJ was a close family
friend of my father. They and their brothers grew up
together in Denver and attended the same high school and
so it was natural to see him every now and then when he
came to the house to visit my father. He and my father
shared a similar psyche for science, engineering and excel-
lence. I had him as my physics instructor when I was 17.
Let me tell you, it was no picnic having such a close fami-
ly friend as a teacher. He was intellectually demanding,
but fair. It was impossible for me to loaf in his class. He
demanded excellence and would not permit me to say “I
can't do this.” I could not complain to my father because he
had a similar mind-set and respected Fr. Simms. I would
rank him as one of the three best teachers I have ever
encountered in my life, maybe the best. He had such an

(Continued)
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easy manner of explaining the physical sciences and mak-
ing them seem so clear and simple. This simple approach
to teaching encouraged my intellectual curiosity and
opened my imagination to investigate beyond the obvious
all while looking for the simple explanation.

These experiences set the stage for why I pursued earth
science as a profession. It was a journey that began in the
very formative years of my life and was cultivated and
nurtured, somewhat unintentionally, by many different
people who were important in my life. We never know
until many years later why we chose the life path we are
traveling, but be assured, none of us make these decisions
without the collective aid, however subtle, of many others.
I suppose this leads us to the “how” I became an indepen-
dent.

My professional career began in the fields of western
Oklahoma on a drilling rig in 1973. I was working for one
of the legendary drilling contractors of Kansas and
Oklahoma, Rine Drilling Company. Rine was a company
that began in 1915 in the oil fields of Kansas, founded by
Albert H. Rine, better known as Red Ass (referring to his
red hair). The oil fields of his era (the early 1900s) were a
rough and tumble place to work and not for the faint of
heart or the weak of body. At the time I went to work for
Rine, the founder’s grand nephew was a classmate of
mine in college. Brad Rine, #1584, and I still have occa-
sional contact with each other. He is a consulting geologist
in Wichita, Kansas and a fellow SIPES member. The early
1970s were an exciting time for the industry. The Arab oil
embargo had resulted in higher oil prices and the oil boom
was on. I was participating in it at ground level and learn-
ing the drilling business first hand. What an experience!
This was a temporary job while I was in college and it gal-
vanized my desire to continue my studies in earth science.
I returned home at the end of each summer’s work flush
with cash and reinvigorated with the drive to complete my
studies so I could join the excitement that was all around
the oil patch. What a way to begin a career!

I completed a BS in geology in 1974 and entered gradu-
ate school. In 1977 I completed the requirements for a MS
degree in petroleum engineering. In 1975, while in gradu-
ate school, I began an internship with Texas Pacific Oil
Company in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. I was thrust right
into the thick of responsibility for drilling, completion and
production operations in that area. I was afforded the
opportunity to take charge and become part of a team that 
made things happen. Mind you, I was not the “boss-man,”
but I was a contributing partner on a team of great oil men.
It was during this time I met Robert M. Brackbill. He was
the executive vice president of TP, and the most senior
engineer in the company. He had a distinguished career
with Shell before he took the reins at TP in 1964. He was a
major proponent of finding the best people he could locate
for any job, providing them with continuing education to
improve and upgrade their technical skills, and then dele-

gating major responsibility to them to make things hap-
pen. If you were unsuccessful, as long as you had given it
your best and made sound technical decisions along the
way, he didn’t hold it over your head. But if you wilted
from responsibility and played it safe so you weren’t too
unsuccessful, you were liable to find your head figurative-
ly served up on a platter at the next engineering review.
He demanded excellence, and he expected success and
teamwork from the people he recruited. 

Shortly after finishing graduate school, while still
assigned to the Oklahoma City office, I was offered a posi-
tion with TP in Abilene, Texas. TP had embarked on an
ambitious program in the late 1960s of buying  much of the
Caddo production in Stephens County, the area surround-
ing Breckenridge. It was here that I would learn the ins
and outs of waterflooding in its entirety. Everything from
the feasibility study, to design and development basics of
waterflooding was covered on the job. Reservoir engineer-
ing and operational management were part of the mix as
well. I learned what worked and what did not. It is hard to
believe, but by late 1979 I was a 28 year old engineer with
discretionary authority over a $20 MM annual budget.
That still staggers my mind. I thought I had the greatest
job and career in the world and that it would never end. I
was living my dream. 

That was all about to come to an end in the early part of
1980. It seems that the high oil prices of that era, and the
exceptional success that was had in developing the assets
Texas Pacific owned, created a value that its owners felt
compelled to liquidate. Sun Oil Company purchased the
entire company, assets and personnel in 1981. As new
potential employees of Sun, all of us at TP began to “size
up” our prospects in this company. Most of us, including
yours truly, had come to the conclusion that Sun (while
technically competent) was rife with a bureaucratic struc-
ture that made the organization flat footed and slow to
make decisions. I knew that I would not fit in that envi-
ronment. I began to look around at my opportunities.

In May 1981 I resigned from Texas Pacific and struck out
on my own. I offered myself for wellsite consulting in
drilling and completion engineering. Things were hop-
ping. I was drilling and completing wells all over West
Texas, and within three years time I had had a hand in the
drilling and completion of nearly 200 wells, scattered from
Parker County to Andrews County and Wichita County to
Sonora County. My consulting was going well, but there
was one key aspect of consulting that was about to bite me
in the behind. I was naive when it came to the business
and contractual aspect of consulting, and as the business
began to slow in late 1984, I soon discovered that not
everyone with whom business was conducted could be
relied upon to fulfill their business commitments, especial-
ly paying for intellectual services rendered. By early 1985 I
was sitting on nearly $75,000 of uncollectable receivables. 

(Continued)
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That was a major revelation to me and it nearly bankrupt-
ed me. I went into retrench mode and tried to recover. My 
business plan seemed to be working and then the first
quarter of 1986 happened. As we all recall, oil plummeted
to $10.00 per barrel. Here I was a young husband and
father of two children under the age of 5 and in a position
of having to look at the prospect of not being able to make
a living. I had to rethink my plan.

The late 1980s were a financial disaster for me. During
that time there was little work for an engineer who was a
field consultant. So I returned to reservoir engineering and
geology, and gradually began the climb back up the ladder.
This was a slow climb in Abilene and by 1989 it was appar-
ent that I had to make a move. So my family and I pulled
up stakes and moved to the Fort Worth area. Initially, I was
employed with a small family company in Fort Worth, but
the confinement of somebody else pulling the strings just
did not work, and I soon found myself on the streets. I
returned to consulting and took an engagement with a
small publicly traded company in Fort Worth. This engage-
ment evolved into a full time position. I participated with
a team that helped grow the company from $15 MM of

assets in 1991 to over $500 MM of assets in 1999. I learned
a great deal about property evaluation and the acquisition
and divesture business. But by 1999, the confines of a nar-
rowly structured employment caused me to resign and
once again strike out on my own. 

In August 1999, I resigned my secure employment
engagement and returned to the ranks of the self unem-
ployed. This time I was more focused on the business
aspects of consulting and set out a plan that I hoped would
secure my financial success. I had no doubt I would be
technically successful, but as I had discovered, technical
success was only part of the equation of success. People
today ask me what the magic formula is for success and
what I did differently to cause the success I have achieved.
In retrospect, I have to point to the following five key fac-
tors:

The first is to have a firm business plan and execute it.
My business plan consisted of finding one to four clients,
on whom I could rely for fairly steady work. I then juggled
my engagements with them so I could satisfy their needs
and demands and at the same time not get too dependent

(Continued on Page 8)
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become the feedstock of things used to drive the economy.
Energy is generated, factories are powered, freight is trans-
ferred, lights stay lit, computers keep computing, chemi-
cals are distilled, plastics are created, and all of this, when
you think about it, at a nominal cost. Ever wonder why
heavy and bulky items can be made in China and deliv-
ered to the U.S. at a competitive cost? In addition to the
labor cost advantage, there is a huge delivery system and
infrastructure in place that is enabled by cheap fuel to run
the tankers and railroads that move all these items to mar-
ket. The enormity of it all is staggering when you stop to
think about it.

Where better to spend the time, effort and capital than in
the pursuit of energy for our nation. Oil and gas are the
building blocks of freedom. That freedom extends to living
in comfort where you want to live in spite of the environ-
ment. The benefits of the petrochemical business are
many; pharmaceuticals and plastics, freedom to move
about at will, contributions to the general health and well
being of society. These are the end result of an explo-
rationist pausing to ask the question, "what if," and then
having the tenacity and ability to convince investors or
management that the potential reward makes the risk
acceptable. It all begins in the mind, and blossoms in a
political and legal environment that does not discourage. 

To be engaged in a base industry when the greater part
of the United States economy has become service oriented
is an awesome responsibility: Who would the service sec-
tor service, if there were no base industries building
wealth to pay for it all? I am proud to be one of what is

considered to be the producers in our society. That is our
niche, and it is a joyous calling.

Nearly fifty years ago, on February 27, 1963, the Society
of Independent Professional Earth Scientists was formed
as a national organization to serve the interests of the inde-
pendent and consulting earth scientist. By April of 1964,
SIPES had members from fourteen states. SIPES came
about largely through the drive and commitment of
Carleton D. Speed, Jr., an independent in Houston, Texas.
The early days of SIPES are captured in "A History of the
Society of Independent Professional Earth Scientists 1963-
1978" available on CD from the National office in Dallas, or
stop by our booth at NAPE and pick one up. Volume II,
which covers the years from 1979-1998 is also on that CD. 

I am honored to serve as SIPES National President for
2011-2012. SIPES is the only organization of its kind. It was
formed and exists to connect earth science consultants and
independents throughout the United States with one
another to further the professionalism, ethics and educa-
tion of our members. This is the historical directive we
have been given, and that has been carried forward
through each successive Board of Directors since the early
days of SIPES.

Embrace the many challenges of being an independent!
Resolve to become more active in SIPES. We are fortunate
to live in the greatest country in the world and to work in
the greatest business there is: the oil and gas business. Live
long, and PROSPECT!

Marc  Maddox


President’s  Column  Continued



on only one client. Now over time
those three or four clients would
change. Some would stay with you
some would not. Some would grow to
a point that they hired staff to per-
form the functions you were provid-
ing thereby releasing you from their
need. But the key was to always keep
working to maintain that stability in
your service business. This takes a lot
of effort at relationship building.

Nothing sums this up better than a
quote attributable to the founder of
Kyoto Ceramic Company, Ltd., Kazuo
Inamori — “Too many people think
only of their own profit. But business
opportunity seldom knocks on the
door of self-centered people. No cus-
tomer ever goes to a store merely to
please the storekeeper.” It is possible
to provide a technically sound prod-
uct as a consultant, but if you are not
affable and engaging in your relation-
ship, you will be forgotten when the
job is completed. You will be more
highly thought of if you project a pos-
itive and upbeat persona, regardless
of the economic or political climate
around you. Remember, no one likes a
complainer or a whiner. For me it is
always another day in paradise!

The second  factor is really an exten-
sion of the business plan. It is, market
yourself consistently. Regardless of
how busy I was, I would always
devote at least Friday afternoon to
calling, emailing or visiting potential
clients. I paid for a professional look-
ing website. I also used an Internet
consultant to tweak my Internet site
so it would show up on search
engines early in the search process. I
continue that today. I am amazed at
who reads my website and the loca-
tions from where phone calls origi-
nate. I have paid for the cost of my
website and Internet advertising costs
each year by securing at least one job
as a result of this action. It has proved
to be profitable.

The third factor is to become active
in a professional organization that
most closely matches your approach
to business. There are a myriad of

organizations targeting members of
the oil and gas industry. There are
trade, technical and social groups that
compete for your membership and
participation. However, one could go
broke joining and paying membership
dues to all of these groups. My advice
is to choose one which members
reflect the interests and similar mind-
set that you embrace and focus your
attention on it. SIPES is that organiza-
tion for me.

The fourth is to cultivate a cadre of
professional friends. People with
sound technical skills, keen business
insight and absolute integrity. Many
of these people I met and formed
friendships with before SIPES and
they continue to be close associates.
Some I met after I became involved in
SIPES. Some have become close
friends. These people have enriched
my professional skills and helped
mold my approach to building my
success. Don’t be afraid to “hire” them
to help you with special problems.
They are a great resource and “hiring”
them validates that you value their
opinion and will solidify your mutual
respect.

Finally, take advantage of the oppor-
tunities to build your technical skills.
Most of us are required to earn a min-
imum number of hours of profession-
al development coursework. I have
found that it is exactly that — a mini-
mum. There are many choices if one
only looks. Look beyond the narrow
confines of your technical interests or
expertise for training. Pick areas of
study in fields that will enhance your
technical skills and broaden your busi-
ness perspective. For instance, I have
attended courses or seminars spon-
sored by AAPL as well as the Texas
State Bar. Plan to do more than the
minimum and then do it. You might
be surprised at how you will improve
your technical skills, and how it will
carry over to your business.



Why  and  How  I  Became  an  Independent  Continued
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Charles E. Bondurant, #1902
of Fredericksburg, Texas

who died on 
September 6, 2010



Robert T. Halpin, #690
of Dallas, Texas

who died on 
June 13, 2011



Carl M. Padgett, #2102
of Houston, Texas

who died on 
August 5, 2011



James L. Thompson, #2909
of Frisco, Texas

who died on 
July 15, 2011



IN MEMORIAMIN MEMORIAM
We regret to note the passing

of the following members:
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HOUSTON
In April, "Eagle Ford Shale

Prospecting with 3D Seismic and
Microseismic Analysis" was presented
by Galen Treadgold of Weinman
Geoscience (division of Global
Geophysics) to an attentive SIPES
audience of over 120. Galen showed
us a number of seismic examples and
products that demonstrated his
premise about the value of meaning-
ful, insightful data one can extract
from modern 3D seismic data. With
longer offset, full-azimuth modern
data sets fully calibrated to the subsur-
face, one can address the level of com-
plexity associated with the unconven-
tional reservoir. The data is not simply
for fault interpretation anymore! 

Process-derived products such as
derivation of anisotropic parameters
yields insights to clay content, pore
pressure, stress/fracture potential and
presence of open fractures. Inversion-
derived products could highlight
porosity variations, Poisson's ratio,
density, rock strength, lithology,
potential fracability and TOC.
Interpretation techniques, including
curvature and coherence, yield insight
to the continuity and variability of the
shale reservoirs. Utilization of micro-
seismic data can help validate and fur-
ther calibrate the seismic products.
Galen showed 3D seismic cubes and
numerous product extracts from Eagle
Ford, Marcellus, Haynesville and
Bakken Shale plays that illustrated his
premise.

At our May meeting, a crowded
Petroleum Club Discovery Room
audience heard Richard C. Bain with
Chevron North America E&P, present
his "Hidden Structure Revealed by a
Simple 3-D Velocity Model, McAllen
Ranch Field, Hidalgo County, Texas."
The audience was very receptive to
learning about the successful redevel-
opment story of a giant legacy gas
field. 

McAllen Ranch Field, in northwest
Hidalgo County, had yielded 2 TCFG
since its 1960s discovery from numer-
ous Vicksburg sands. One of the pro-
ductive sandstones, the Guerra, had
produced a total of 300 BCFG. The
field had been originally developed
with the insight of 2D seismic data. In
the 1990s, a 3D seismic survey was
acquired that confirmed the 2-D seis-
mic interpretation. There appeared to
be an untested structural feature, two
miles south of the main field. A well
was drilled that encountered the
objective Guerra Sand 1000' low to the
geological prognosis. Such a bust in
drilling expectations pretty much shut
down additional activity until more
analysis was performed.

The interpreters approached the
issue by treating the velocity anomaly
as a geologic issue rather than simply
a geophysical problem. Rapid deposi-
tional thickening and rotation down-
thrown to Gulf Coast listric faults can
play havoc with seismic time data. In
the Gulf Coast, seismic time "sags" are
not uncommon due to thickening
wedges of younger, slower sediments.
In the unusual case at McAllen Ranch,
the shallower, thicker Frio sediments
were actually faster than both the
overlying Frio and underlying
Vicksburg.

Mapping the 3-D seismic at several
boundaries, integrated with well con-
trol, rock properties, dipmeter infor-
mation, check shots and generation of
isopachs, allowed for the creation of a
3D volume that when combined with
appropriate interval velocities, depict-
ed an accurate structural interpreta-

tion of the subsurface. Development
of this velocity model allowed for gen-
eration of a corrected structural inter-
pretation that identified an 800-acre
structural closure in what was previ-
ously mapped (in time) as a plunging
structural nose. Testing of the struc-
tural feature confirmed the velocity
model and more importantly has
yielded an in-field discovery of 150
BCFG. McAllen Field gas production
grew in several years from 20
MMCFGPD TO 170 MMCFGPD by
March of 2008. An understanding of
Gulf Coast geology, 3-D seismic data,
subsurface well control, rock proper-
ties, time-depth information and dip-
meter data demonstrated that there
are still lots of oil and gas reserves to
be found, even in very mature
provinces. 

Richard Bain's paper can be found in
the 2010 GCAGS Transactions, v. 60, p.
39-55.

On June 16, Peter Duncan, founding
president of Microseismic Inc., pre-
sented his paper titled "Microseismic
Monitoring During Shale Field
Development." Peter pointed out that
the use of microseismic data can play
an important role in the development
of shale oil and gas fields.
Development of these shale resource
plays requires numerous stages of
hydraulic fracture stimulations in
each well. Microseismic data is being
collected on 10% of all fracture treat-
ments performed in the United States. 

(Continued)

Galen Treadgold speaking at the
April meeting.

May guest speaker Richard C.
Bain.
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The complexity of the shale reser-
voirs that are being developed, has led
to a greater appreciation for the
insight and understanding of how the
reservoir will perform as a result of
fracture stimulation. Pad drilling and 
batch completions with microseismic
monitoring can now yield fracture
models that can be utilized in reser-

voir simulation. As these models
refine and progress, one can get a bet-
ter idea of optimal well orientation,
spacing and EUR. Microseismic has
moved way past the simple "what is
the azimuth of my induced hydraulic
fracture?"

Abstracts of all papers can be found
on the Houston Chapter's website
www.sipeshouston.org/newsletter.

Paul  Babcock
Secretary



Peter Duncan, founding president of
Microseismic Inc.

AA USTINUSTIN
Chairman: Ward Davenport
Secretary: TBA
Treasurer: Dwight Cassell
Meets: The County Line 

(On the Hill)
1st Thursday

CORPUS CHRISTICORPUS CHRISTI
Chairman: Stephen Thomas
V-Chrmn: Dan Neuberger
Secretary: Eldon West
Treasurer: David Desenberg
Meets: Town Club

Last Tuesday of month

DD ALLALL AA SS
Chairman: Bill Crowder
V-Chrmn: Neil Barman
Secretary: Carol Shiels
Treasurer: David Scull
Meets: Dallas Petroleum Club

3rd Tuesday

DENVERDENVER
Chairman: Dave Read
V-Chrmn: Travis Brown
Secretary: TBA
Treasurer: Tom Stander
Meets: Wynkoop Brewing Co.

4th Thursday

FORT WORTHFORT WORTH
Chairman: Wayne Hoskins
V-Chrmn: Jay Moore
Secretary: Dan Earl Duggan
Treasurer: Lee Petersen
Meets: Fort Worth Petroleum Club

Variable dates

HOUSTONHOUSTON
Chairman: Scott Daniel
V-Chrmn: John Hankey
Secretary: Paul Babcock
Treasurer: John Hankey
Meets: Petroleum Club

3rd Thursday

LL AFAFAAYETTEYETTE
Chairman: Danny Fredericks
V-Chrmn: Travis Helms
Secretary/
Treasurer: Steve Sinitiere

Meets: Petroleum Club
2nd Wednesday

MIDLMIDL ANDAND
Chairman: Robert Wynne
V-Chrmn: Craig Smith
Secretary: David Farmer
Treasurer: John Kullman
Meets: Midland Country Club

3rd Wednesday

NEW ORLEANSNEW ORLEANS
Co-Chairmen:Louis Lemarie’ & Art Cerniglia
V-Chrmn: TBA
Secretary: Al Baker
Treasurer: Reese Pinney
Meets: Andrea’s Restaurant

3rd Tuesday

OKLOKL AHOMA CITYAHOMA CITY
Chairman: Harold Hanke
V-Chrmn: Jim Franks
Secretary: Mike Pollok
Treasurer: Victor Cooper
Meets: The Petroleum Club

Bank One Bldg., 35th Floor
1st Wednesday

SAN ANTONIOSAN ANTONIO
Chairman: John Patterson
Co-V-Chrmn: William Bennett & Jerry Witte
Secretary/
Treasurer: Joe Finger

Meets: Petroleum Club
3rd Thursday

SIPES  Chapter  Meeting  Information

Houston Member Paul Britt accepting the
Outstanding Service Award at the SIPES
2011 Convention in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming in June.

Retiring Houston Director Larry Rairden
receiving his BOD plaque at the 2011 
Convention.



Chapter  News  Continued

AUSTIN
The Austin Chapter's regular lunch

meeting is held the first Thursday of
the month at the County Line on the
Hill. The speaker for our April meet-
ing was Galen Treadgold, vice presi-
dent of seismic analysis with
Weinman Geoscience. The title of
Galen's talk was "Eagle Ford Shale:
Prospecting with 3D Seismic and
Microseismic Analysis." Galen demon-
strated how geophysical techniques
assist the prospector in understanding

the variability of this reservoir. With a
better understanding of the reservoir,
an exploration company can better
focus its acreage acquisition and
drilling program. 

At our May meeting, John Berry
with John Berry Associates in Austin,
Texas, a remote sensing consultant,
gave a talk about the use of natural oil
slicks in offshore exploration. John
discussed how winds and currents
determine the size and shape of any
oil slick. An understanding of the size

and shape will determine whether the
slick is natural or manmade. At pre-
sent, natural oil slicks are used to
determine if there is an oil charge pre-
sent in a frontier or mini-basin.
However, it is likely that natural oil
slicks could be used to predict the
charge in individual traps.

The Austin chapter adjourns from
June through September.

Ward  Davenport
Chairman
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LAFAYETTE
The April meeting for the Lafayette

SIPES Chapter was enjoyed by all that
attended. James Crane with Badger
Oil Company in Lafayette was the
guest speaker. His talk on the "Hi
Island Block A309 Late Field
Development" had excellent displays
covering the geophysical and geologi-
cal, as well as reservoir engineering
aspects of the project. Badger's part-
ner in this field is LLOG, and it was
great to have a good turnout from
both companies attending this meet-
ing as SIPES guests. Mr. Crane also
discussed the logistics of placing a
new platform and the importance of
the timing of production with a favor-
able price.

The May meeting was the annual
sporting clays shoot in the morning
and the steak and shrimp dinner that
evening. John Duplantis, #2139, does
a great job every year putting this
event together for SIPES members as

well as guests. The A division winner
was Barrett Greer, #2142, and the B
division winner was Buddy Powell,
#2004. He is also instrumental in get-
ting sponsor support which allowed
for every shooter to receive at least
one $25 gift certificate from Academy.
The steak and shrimp dinner was very
well attended and there are many of
our members that work very hard to

make this a great time for all. We had
five potential members attend and I
want to thank Sam Porter for his help.

The Lafayette Chapter does not
have any activities for the summer
months and we start the new year of
meetings in September.

Danny  Fredericks
Chairman



April guest speaker James Crane (left) with
Vice Chairman Travis Helms.

Attending the April meeting were (L to R)
Pete Gray and Bob Sutter.

At the Sporting Clays Shoot are (L to R) Bill Finley, Buddy Powell, Barrett Greer and D. J.
Bergeron.

At our Steak Dinner Night in May were 
(L to R) Marvin Munchrath, Danny
Fredericks and Dwight Munchrath.



Chapter  News  Continued

DALLAS
The Dallas Chapter of SIPES' second

quarter included a private equity talk,
the Mexican Fiesta Evening and our
state geologist, Scott Tinker's talk on
"The Future of Global Energy." Leland
White with Energy Spectrum/Energy
Trust Partners spoke at the Petroleum
Club during our April luncheon meet-
ing. Mr. White addressed private equi-
ty for small independents. His compa-
ny's upstream investments are gener-
ally 5-25 employee companies with a
proven management team and a
diversification of seven to ten projects
within any one basin. The ventures
are supported by up to 90% with
Energy Trust Partners funds while
local management/owners contribute
10% in leasehold or equity. Mr. White
stressed the teamwork that ideally
occurs between management and ETP.
With booked PUDs, selling at three
times the investment is their reason-
able objective. Attendees had specific
questions about various plays and
risking capital.

Our May Mexican Fiesta was a great
treat as always. The Dallas Petroleum
Club provided a delicious buffet and
open bar on a Thursday evening. We
earth scientists sure appear more com-
fortable in casual attire; the Fiesta is
probably the only time we're not in
business attire!

Our June 16 luncheon meeting was
in the Sky Lobby at the DPC. We had
hoped for a dinner meeting, but Scott
Tinker's schedule predicated lunch.
His topic was "The Future of Global
Energy . . . and Other Simple Chal-
lenges." Scott detailed the tradeoff
between potential energy sources and
GDP/capita, oil consumption and the
environment throughout the world.
Mr. Tinker is an engaging, passionate
speaker who has personally traveled
extensively. Instead of writing a book,
Scott is producing a documentary on
global energy. He stated that many
people have no concept of what must
have taken place so that flipping a

light switch provides light. Scott's
background in exploration, produc-
tion and research uniquely qualifies
him to educate the public about the
realities of energy. He hopes his bal-
anced documentary will enable the
public to participate in the energy
solution; making wise decisions and
voting for realistic policies. Scott's
global knowledge of the financial and
energy tradeoffs required for alterna-
tive energy sources as well as uncon-
ventional or emerging reserves pro-
vided insight into the big picture and
what the future could hold.

Carol  Shiels
Secretary
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Dallas Chapter Chairman Bill Crowder (L) with Secretary Carol Shiels, June Speaker
Scott Tinker, and Member David Shiels.

This full day seminar will focus on conventional exploration and production topics including:

 Onshore conventional resource potential  Sequence stratigraphy from the micro to macro scale
 Seismic acquisition, processing and attribute analysis  EM applications for hydrocarbon detection
 Alternative fracing methods  Microseismic applications
 Notable successes (and others) and lessons learned

Marathon Oil Corporation Conference Center — 5555 San Felipe, 10th Floor
SIPES Membership is not required

Contact Scott Daniel at sevend@mindspring.com for more details or see www.sipeshouston.org

On October 14, 2011 from 8:30 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.

The SIPES Houston Chapter Will Present:

“Conventional Wisdom — Alive and Well”
A Continuing Education Seminar



SAN ANTONIO
San Antonio SIPES had an excellent

2011 second quarter with three great
speakers. The April SIPES luncheon
featured Fort Worth SIPES Chapter
Affiliate David G. Koger of Fort Worth,
Texas. David talked about his thirty
plus years in remote sensing involv-
ing the use of photogeology (satellite
data and air photos). His main focus
was on exploration, mapping struc-
tures and identifying areas of poten-
tial hydrocarbon seepage, but he has
also worked on projects to find water,
to map wildfire origins, and to deter-
mine the causes and extent of various
environmental surface damages.

David has performed work and/or
trained personnel for over twenty-five
foreign and domestic government
agencies and various universities. He
has a B.S. degree insocial sciences
from Kansas State University.

In May, Scott Pollard, oil scout,
enlightened the San Antonio SIPES
Chapter with his annually updated oil
and gas activity report. He provided
information during his luncheon talk
on the top thirty oil and gas tests in
Texas Railroad Commission Districts
One through Six. His talk revealed the
emerging trend of sweet spots within
the massive Eagle Ford play. Scott also
discussed recent activity in the Bossier
Deep, Bossier Shale, Yegua, Frio, and
other reservoir plays that have been
over-shadowed by the excitement in
the Eagle Ford. Scott is one of the few
remaining oil scouts in Texas. He is a

graduate of the University of
Oklahoma with degrees in petroleum
land management and geology.

In June, our very own Jerry D. Witte,
#3305, presented "An Experiment in
Passive MagnetoTellurics." The pre-
sentation of the use of Magneto
Telluric (MT) soundings as an addition
to the normal geologic investigation of
three projects in Central Texas was
shown. The MT was used to help sup-
port and verify whether drilling
should take place, to find new drilling
locations and to further field develop-
ment. MT survey layout and condi-
tions to maximize MT results were
reviewed. Display techniques created
by the author were shown that

allowed a direct visual comparison
between MT and old driller logs,
thereby helping interpretation of the
MT to a known geologic model.
Examples were shown of the excellent
cross correlation between the MT and
well logs and driller logs.

Joe Finger is doing an outstanding
job as treasurer and the San Antonio
Chapter is in great financial shape. We
are beginning to plan two parties, a
Membership Drive Party and a Dove
Hunt/Dinner Party. San Antonio
SIPES is moving and progressing into
an active, growing geologic society.
Again, thanks to all.

John  Patterson
Chairman



Chapter  News  Continued
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San Antonio Chapter luncheon at the Petroleum Club.

At the April meeting are (L to R) Jerry Witte,
Speaker David Koger and Tom Ewing.

San Antonio Chapter Officers (L to R) National Director Donna Balin; Co-Vice Chairman and
June Speaker Jerry Witte; Secretary/Treasurer Joe Finger; and Chapter Chairman John
Patterson.
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Chapter  News  Continued

FORT WORTH
The April meeting of the Fort Worth

SIPES Chapter was held at the
Petroleum Club of Fort Worth. Vice
Chair Terri Mayfield-Cowan opened
the meeting and welcomed the mem-
bers and guests to the newly remod-
eled Fort Worth Petroleum Club. The
speaker was Ed Ireland, of the Barnett
Shale Energy Education Council in
Fort Worth, who spoke on "Update on
Air Emissions Issues in the Barnett
Shale." 

Energy Education executive Ed
Ireland was selected as executive
director to lead the Barnett Shale
Energy Council, a consortium of
seven of the leading energy compa-
nies operating in the Barnett Shale
that are dedicated to promoting ener-
gy education and best practices as
they relate to oil and gas leasing,
drilling, production, transportation
and marketing in the Barnett Shale.

Dr. Ireland's primary responsibilities
include overseeing the activities of the
BSEEC, a Texas non-profit organiza-
tion. These activities include imple-
menting educational and outreach
programs in Tarrant County, as well as
other counties in the Barnett Shale.
He also acts as an industry expert and
spokesperson for the Barnett Shale, as
well as a community and media repre-
sentative on behalf of its members.

He brings to the BSEEC a unique
combination of executive manage-
ment, operational expertise and a
deep knowledge of economic analyses
in the oil and gas and real estate
industries. Ireland has held several
executive management positions
including president of GeoSource and
chief financial officer of NeoSoft, Inc.
He has also served as president and
founder of GasMark, Inc., a natural
gas supplier, and Energy and
Planning Associates, a consulting
company that provided economic
analysis and strategic planning ser-
vices for the natural gas industry.
Prior to his corporate work, Dr.
Ireland served as assistant professor
and head of the Economics
Department at Clemson University in
Clemson, South Carolina.

Dr. Ireland holds a B.S. in economics
from Midwestern State University, a
Ph.D. in economics and statistics from

(Continued)

April guest speaker Ed
Ireland.
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Texas Tech University and has com-
pleted post doctoral work at the
University of Chicago.

In May, our speaker was Carlos
Aiken of the University of Texas at
Dallas. He showed fascinating exam-
ples, using patented concepts, of how
3D readings of rock formations are
collected from the ground using a
laser range-receiver (the return is a
function of the material) to the office.
The image recorded looks like a pho-
tograph, but has the ability to be
viewed at extreme scales and from all
angles, as he demonstrated with inter-
preting a complex canyon at small
scale. This "cyber mapping" technique
is the merging of 3D and photogram-
metry. Data can be integrated any-
time. For instance, one can "take the
outcrop home" for analysis with col-
leagues in the comfort of the office
instead of out in the heat, cold, and
dark to see strike/dip, fault/folds, off-
sets, rotation, paleogeomorphology,
etc. Interpretations are easily integrat-
ed with other data. For instance, they
used ground penetrating radar in
Utah to map reservoir characteristics. 

Geology with 3D application with
Google is being done. You can find
more information on this and other
applications at www.UTDallas.edu/-
igeology. Using a 2D image of the rock
formations on the iPad, one can make
observations and draw interpretations
on the iPad and email them back to
the lab. Outcrops can be tracked from
foreground to background easily, and
georeferenced. It allows one to look at
the framework, i.e., strike/dip, orienta-
tion, cleavage, apart from the visually
confusing context. 

The Cybermapping Laboratory in
the Department of Geosciences (see
http://www.utdallas.edu/igeology and
www.utdallas.edu/research/cybermap
ping (then click on UTDallas button)
has been capturing geologic outcrops
digitally with laser scanners, digital
photography and satellite positioning,
i.e., cybermapping, at many sites
around the world for the last ten
years. We build digitally 3D virtual
models of geologic outcrops with

accuracy and resolution up to millime-
ters. These models can then be visual-
ized  and therefore experienced virtu-
ally at any scale even 1:1. Most of our
work has been associated with petro-
leum reservoir characterization pro-
jects with petroleum companies and
with the National Science Foundation
funding of the application of
cybermapping to undergraduate edu-
cation. We are also collaborating with
community colleges in north Texas to
provide teaching modules for their
courses utilizing 3D photorealistic
(virtual) outcrops to complement field
exercises with virtual field trips.
Interaction with these models (such as
extraction of geometric information,
strike and dip and thickness) can be
done in the office with digital tools
such as customized modules devel-
oped on ArcGIS as well as comple-
mentary approaches using digital
tablets. These models have been
imported into sophisticated CAVEs
(CAVE Automatic Visualization
Environment), but also in more basic
and simple 3D stereo systems such as
3D stereo televisions and in this pre-
sentation a 3D stereo projection sys-
tem (Sharp 3D DLP stereo) which uses
active 3D glasses. With this you will
then virtually experience field trips to
sites from the United Kingdom and
Ireland to Saudi Arabia to the
Arbuckle Mountains in Oklahoma, to
sites in the Metroplex.

Carlos L.V. Aiken received his B.S.
and M.S. in geology from the
University of Washington in 1965 and

1970, and his Ph.D. in geological sci-
ences (geophysics) from the
University of Arizona in 1976, with
potential fields as his area of interest,
especially gravity. He has taught at
Texas Christian University 1975-78,
and at the University of Texas at Dallas
since 1978, presently a full professor. 

This May 2011 meeting was our last
for the spring. No meeting was held in
June and none were planned  for the
summer vacation months. Our next
meeting will be on September 7, 2011.
The Fort Worth Chapter will host a
meeting of the SIPES National Board
of Directors to be held October 5, 2011.

Russ  Hensley
Chairman
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Carlos Aiken of the
University of Texas at
Dallas.

NEW ORLEANS
The Chapter's April 19 luncheon

meeting guest speaker was Randy
Brunet, who is not only a SIPES
Chapter Affiliate, but also a certified
public account and professional finan-
cial specialist. As it was the tax season,
Randy's presentation entitled "Your
Money and Tax Issues" was well
received by the attending members.
His informative talk on financial mat-
ters received numerous questions and
comments from the membership.

Our May 17 dinner meeting was
well attended by members and their
spouses and guests. Our featured
speaker was Jeff Crouere, who is a
local television and radio personality.
His programming is dedicated to the
examination of the top political issues
of the day at the local, state, and
national levels. At the dinner meeting,
his topic of discussion centered pri-
marily on national political issues,
which led to a lively question and
answer period at the conclusion of his
presentation.

The New Orleans Chapter, as usual,
recesses during the summer months
and will reconvene in September
2011.

Al  Baker
Secretary
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DENVER
On April 21, the Denver SIPES

Chapter sponsored a seminar at the
Denver Athletic Club for the geologi-
cal and engineering community enti-
tled "Shale Gas Play Assessment
Methods and Implications for the
Success of the Plays" featuring Art
Berman, #3062, of Labyrinth
Consulting Services in Houston.
While working as a contributing
columnist at World Oil and since, Art
Berman's message to the gas industry
has been highly controversial: can
shale gas plays be commercial, espe-
cially at the average current gas price
of $4.00 per MCF? 

Art presented a short discussion on
decline curve analysis uncertainty as
well as a comprehensive decline curve
analysis for many of the current "hot"
shale gas plays. He concludes that
reserves in most of the shale gas plays
are highly overstated and that as
much as 80% of the booked reserves
are undeveloped and uneconomic to
recover at today's prices. In addition,
decline rates in the first year of pro-
duction are extremely high and oper-
ators are on a "drilling treadmill" to
maintain their reserve base. Art also
showed how operators have main-
tained the illusion of success with pro-
duction and reserve growth subsi-
dized by debt rather than by current
cash flow. Using easily obtainable data
in SEC 10-K filings, he showed that
capital expenditures are often 100-
400% of cash flow. Write-downs and
asset sales often follow. His analysis
also indicates that some operators in
the plays who claim profitability at
$5.00/MCF do so by excluding dry

hole costs, P&A expense, G&A over-
head and interest expense. In the final
analysis, he maintains that sharehold-
er value in companies involved in
these plays has been consistently
destroyed; the shareholder has effec-
tively subsidized cheap natural gas.

Many of these plays, however, have
"core areas" where economics tend to
be better, but these more geologically
favorable areas typically make up no
more than 10% of the total play.
Consequently, many companies join
the land rush based on limited geo-
logical knowledge, overpay for lease
position, and eventually realize poor
economic results.  

Art maintains that the truth sur-
rounding the viability of the shale gas
plays (at present prices) is quietly
being acknowledged as rig counts
drop in the gas plays and the "travel-
ing circus," as he describes it, moves to
the liquid-rich shale plays. Whether
the economic viability of this strategy
shift is more favorable remains to be
seen.

The Denver SIPES Chapter met at
our regular spot at the Wynkoop
Brewery for our May lunch meeting.
John Landreth, chief geologist for
Molycorp Minerals, presented the cor-
poration's plans for the Sulphide
Queen Mine at Mountain Pass,
California. 

The area of the Sulphide Queen
(south of Las Vegas along Interstate 15
just inside of California) has a long
history of mining activity beginning
with the discovery of gold in 1870

near Ivenpah. Prospectors continued
to explore the area and file claims
until, in 1949, the rare earth bearing
carbonatite was discovered. This
deposit is described as the premier
rare earth property in the Western
Hemisphere. The Sulphide Queen ore
is 20-30% rare earth oxides. These ele-
ments are essential components of
new technologies and high tech mag-
nets and demand is growing rapidly
in new energy and transportation sec-
tors.

For the last few years China has
been mining these elements and sup-
plying them at below production costs
gaining 90% of the market. The
Sulphide Queen was reopened in
2010 as the Chinese began to limit
exports and raise prices. Molycorp has
embarked on an ambitious plan to
build a complete rare earth supply
chain from mining to magnets.

SIPES  Denver  Chapter


Bob Cluff (left) with May speaker John
Landreth of Molycorp Minerals.

Denver Chapter Members Sue and Bob Cluff (left) with Jamie and Mike Austin enjoying the
Cornerstone Group party during the SIPES Convention in June.
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Art Berman, speaker at our
seminar in April.
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MIDLAND
On Wednesday, April 20, J. Michael

Party, SIPES Limited Member, pre-
sented his talk on "Shale Plays - An
Overview" at our noon luncheon.
Michael Party currently serves as
EMD Councilor of the AAPG
Southwest Section, and has served as
president and secretary of AAPG,
president of the DPA of AAPG; and
has also been a councilor of DPA. He
has served as president of the West
Texas Geological Society and the
Permian Basin Section of SEPM.

He began his career with Cities
Services in the 1970s working as a geo-
physicist overseeing seismic crews in
West Texas and Eastern New Mexico
and doing interpretations with vari-
ous geophysical techniques, including
magnetics, gravity, and magnetotel-
lurics. In late 1981, he joined Wagner
& Brown where he generated and
evaluated projects employing both
geological and geophysical data
throughout the U.S. and internation-
ally, and served as exploration manag-
er for nine years. In November 2009,
Party accepted a position with
Reliance Energy Inc. as vice president
of exploration.

He graduated from the University of
Missouri-Rolla in 1978 with a B.S.
degree in geology/geophysics and
was awarded an Honorary
Professional Degree in 1994. Party is a
licensed geologist with the State of
Texas and is a Certified Petroleum
Geologist and Certified Petroleum
Geophysicist by the AAPG.

On Wednesday, May 18, our noon
luncheon program was presented by
Tom Wilson, SIPES Limited Member,
of Concho Petroleum. His talk was
titled "Waddell Ranch, a look to the
Past, with an eye on the Future." (This
talk was also presented in June at the
SIPES 2011 Convention in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming). From the boom time
discovery in the 1920s, through the
fight for control of operations in the
1970s, the 80,000 acre Waddell Ranch
in Crane County, Texas has had a

unique chapter in oil field lore that
rivals any within a state that is history
rich. Waddell Ranch is so unique that
individuals can own shares of its pro-
duction. In 1980, the Permian Basin
Royalty Trust, (PBT-NYSE) was creat-
ed due to the creation of a net profits
interest spun off by Southland
Royalty, the owner of the minerals.
The 80,000 acre ranch is divided into
two areas, "East Ranch" and "West
Ranch" that have produced in excess
of 432 MMBO and 773 BCFG.
Production is spread among twenty-
four different fields (and many more
reservoirs) that are Permian to
Ordovician in age. The geology can be
complex. Simple structural traps often
have an important stratigraphic com-
ponent. Regional diagenetic traps,
facies changes, and combinations
thereof occur within a variety of geo-
logic environments. East Ranch is
located on the eastern side of the
Central Basin Platform and is domi-
nated by the oil producing Permian
shelf edge platform carbonates of the
Grayburg/San Andres Formations The
Dune and the Waddell Grbg/SA Fields
are both within the Ranch, but are a
continuation of the adjacent massive
McElroy Field in Upton and Crane
Counties. The Grbg/SA is the focus of
much of the ongoing workover and
water flood activity today. West Ranch
is dominated by the Sand Hill uplift, a
massive tilted structural complex
whose apex has the partially truncat-
ed Ellenburger (Ordovician) beneath

the Base of Permian. The Permian pro-
duction is trapped due to structural
closer over the uplift. Production here
has a high gas component, due large-
ly to the field's high structural posi-
tion. Several Ordovician sub-uncom-
formity traps exist as they respectively
subcrop from east to west. The
Devonian is eroded on top of the
uplifted area, but is present east
(down thrown) of the main fault
where it also traps via subcrop trunca-
tion. In spite of the high well density
and a focus on secondary recovery the
last 40 years, there are still primary
developmental, step out, and exploita-
tion opportunities in this mature
"legacy" field.

On Wednesday, June 15, our pro-
gram was presented by Donald P.
McGookey, #1003. Donald McGookey
was born in Sandusky, Ohio. He spent
two years in the U.S. Navy and later
earned a Ph.D. at Ohio State
University. Texaco, Inc. employed him
from 1952 to 1979. He worked in the
Rocky Mountains for seventeen years,
in international exploration, and as
chief geologist in Houston, Texas. Don
ended his career with Texaco as man-
ager of exploration in Midland, Texas.
Since 1979, he has been an indepen-
dent geologist working primarily in
the Permian Basin of West Texas and
southeast New Mexico.

(Continued on Page 18)

Chapter  News  Continued

May luncheon speaker Tom
Wilson.

June speaker Don McGookey.



Don is the author of many geologic
papers and two books: Geologic
Wonders of South Park, Colorado and
Geologic Wonders of West Texas. 

For our meeting, Don discussed
"Geology of Mexico: An Overview."
Don published an article titled "Oil &
Gas of Mexico" in the May 2011 SIPES
Quarterly.

A considerable part of Mexico has
elevations above 2,000 meters. There
are four large mountainous trends:
Sierra Madre Occidental, Sierra
Madre Oriental, Trans-Mexican
Volcanic Belt (TMVB), and Sierra
Madre del Sur.

Mexico is a patchwork quilt of
microcontinents (terranes) that accret-
ed to the North American continent

from north to south starting in the late
Paleozoic and continuing into the
early Cenozoic. As the microconti-
nents docked and moved southwest
with the rest of the continent, they
overrode the east side of the Pacific
oceanic crust. This subduction result-
ed in continuous magmatic activity
during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic
that has migrated from north to south.
As South America moved south dur-
ing the breakup of Pangaea, the
Yucatan block was pulled away from
the southeast part of Texas forming a
large basin with an oceanic crust, but
no evidence of a sea-floor spreading
ridge.

David  Farmer
Secretary



Chapter  News  Continued

New member Michael A. Oestmann (left)
being presented his membership certificate
by Vice Chairman Craig Smith.
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In accordance with the SIPES Constitution, By-Laws & Code of Ethics, the following announce-
ment of new members unanimously approved by the SIPES Membership Committee from May 26
through August 29, 2011 is printed below.

Any member in possession of information which might possibly disqualify an applicant is asked
to submit this information to the secretary of the society (Dennis M. Gleason) within thirty days of
this publication. To be considered, this information should be in writing and bear the writer's name.
If this information is received within thirty days after the publication of the applicant's name, the
SIPES Board of Directors must reconsider its previous approval of the applicant. The board's action,
after consideration of such new information, shall be final. 

TThhoommaass  JJ..  SSmmiitthh,,  CChhaaiirrmmaann,,  NNaattiioonnaall  MMeemmbbeerrsshhiipp  CCoommmmiitttteeee
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The SIPES Board of Directors is pleased to announce that
the following officers have been elected to serve during
the coming year. They were installed during the 48th

Annual Meeting in Jackson Hole, Wyoming in June:

President MarcD. Maddox, #2777, of Midland, Texas;
Vice President Thomas J. Smith, #2244, of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma; Vice President of National Energy Dennis M.
Gleason, #2995, of Fort Worth, Texas.

Secretary Suzanne G. Cluff, #1810, of Denver, Colorado;
Treasurer J.R. (Dick) Cleveland, #2558, of Dallas, Texas.

Continuing terms on the national board of directors are
Donna F. Balin, #2606, of San Antonio and Gilbert D.
"Gib" Brown, #3040, of Amarillo, Texas; James P. Evans III,
#456, and Kenneth J. Huffman, #2936, of New Orleans
and James F. Hardwick, #1999, of Lafayette, Louisiana.

Newly-elected national directors are Douglas R. Essler,
#2559, of Dallas, Eduardo A. Riddle, #2893, of Corpus
Christi, Daniel L. Smith, #1647, of Houston, and William
A. Walker, #2400, of Austin, Texas.



New officers for the SIPES Foundation are President
Kenneth J. Huffman; Vice President James F. Hardwick;
Secretary James P. Evans III; and Treasurer Gilbert D.
"Gib" Brown. J.R. "Dick" Cleveland, Suzanne G. Cluff,
Dennis M. Gleason, Marc D. Maddox, Eduardo A. Riddle,
and Thomas J. Smith will serve as SIPES Foundation
Directors during the coming year.



Rebecca L. Dodge,
#2297, of Wichita Falls
and Deborah K. Sacrey,
#1271, of Houston,
Texas are candidates for
2012-2013 AAPG Treas-
urer.



Thomas E. Ewing, #1610, of San
Antonio, Texas is a candidate for AAPG
Vice President-Sections.



Jeffrey W. Lund,
#3024, of Houston,
Texas is serving as chair
of the AAPG House of
Delegates. 



Sue T. Reid, #1324, of
Midland, Texas received the Monroe G.
Cheney Science Award in June at the
AAPG Southwest Section Annual
Convention in Ruidoso, New Mexico.



Charles A. Sternbach, #3006, of
Houston, Texas was elected president-
elect of AAPG's Division of Professional
Affairs.



Paul Weimer, #3206, is serving as 
president of AAPG for 2011-2012.



NN ee ww s o f  Members  o f  Member ss

Sue Reid

Deborah Sacrey

Send or email information for the “News of Members” column to the SIPES office.

Marc Maddox Tom Smith Dennis Gleason

Sue Cluff Dick Cleveland

Donna Balin Gib Brown Jim Evans

Jim HardwickKen Huffman Ed Riddle Dan Smith

Rebecca Dodge

Tom Ewing

Jeffrey Lund

Paul Weimer
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2011-2012 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP2011-2012 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP
Many thanks to the members listed below 
for their continuing support of our society

 Oil  F inder  –  $1200Oi l  F inder  –  $1200
Wilbur C. Bradley — Wichita, KS
William C. Burkett — Midland, TX
Kenneth J. Huffman — Mandeville, LA
H. Jack Naumann, Jr. — Midland, TX
Harry Ptasynski — Casper, WY
Charles Weiner — Houston, TX

 Dri l ler  –  $750Dr i l le r  –  $750
James L. Eppler — Dallas, TX
Robert B. Ferguson — Lake Forest, CA
William R. Finley — Lafayette, LA
Donald C. Gifford — Dallas, TX
Dennis M. Gleason — Dallas, TX
Frank W. Harrison, Jr. — Lafayette, LA
Douglas H. McGinness II — Wichita, KS
Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr. — Wichita, KS
Michael A. Pollok — Purcell, OK
Stephen D. Reynolds — Denver, CO
Eugene R. Sidwell — Amarillo, TX

 PProspector  –  $500rospector  –  $500
Thornton E. Anderson — Wichita, KS
Michael N. Austin — Broomfield, CO
James B. Bennett — Houston, TX
Raymond N. Blackhall — Spring, TX
Paul W. Britt — Houston, TX
Gilbert D. Brown — Amarillo, TX
Leonard E. Bryans — Dallas, TX
Lanny O. Butner — Wichita, KS
Brian S. Calhoun — Corpus Christi, TX
Alfred T. Carleton, Jr. — Midland, TX
James S. Classen — Boise, ID
Suzanne G. Cluff — Denver, CO
Rex D. Coppedge — Fairview, TX
Ralph J. Daigle — Houston, TX
Scott M. Daniel — Houston, TX
Edward K. David — Roswell, NM
Douglas A. Draves — San Antonio, TX
Ralph C. Duchin — Tucson, AZ
Arlen L. Edgar — Midland, TX
James P. Evans III — Franklin, LA
David A. Eyler — Midland, TX
James A. Gibbs — Dallas, TX
Patrick J. F. Gratton — Dallas, TX
A. T. Green, Jr. — Metairie, LA
David G. Griffin — Midland, TX
Robert D. Gunn — Wichita Falls, TX
Edward F. Haye — Houston, TX

Donald R. Hembre — Littleton, CO
James H. Henderson — Dallas, TX
Albert R. Hensley — Rockwall, TX
Gary C. Huber — Centennial, CO
Alfred James III — Wichita, KS
George S. Johnson — Amarillo, TX
Larry L. Jones — Houston, TX
Marcus D. Maddox — Midland, TX
Marvin A. Munchrath — Lafayette, LA
Robert B. Owen — Corpus Christi, TX
Gary W. Palmer — San Antonio, TX
Arthur J. Pansze, Jr. — Arvada, CO
John D. Patterson — San Antonio, TX
Hugh C. Pendery — Dallas, TX
Lee M. Petersen — Weatherford, TX
Barry J. Rava — Houston, TX
Julius M. Ridgway — Jackson, MS
A. Scott Ritchie — Wichita, KS
Deborah K. Sacrey — Houston, TX
Charles D. Schmidt — Valley Center, KS
C. Randall Schott — Houston, TX
George D. Severson — New Orleans, LA
Daniel L. Smith — Houston, TX
D. Craig Smith — Midland, TX
Paul M. Strunk — Corpus Christi, TX
John F. Sulik — Corpus Christi, TX
Michael R. Vasicek — Midland, TX
Clifford A. Walker — Dallas, TX
John D. Wright — Golden, CO

 RR oughneck –  $250oughneck –  $250
James K. Anderson — Norman, OK
James K. Applegate — Denver, CO
Arthur E. Berman — Sugar Land, TX
Bruce M. Brady III — Midland, TX
Raul F. Brito — Wichita, KS
Johnnie B. Brown — Midland, TX
James R. Cleveland — Dallas, TX
Marshall C. Crouch III — Denver, CO
Lawrence Davis — Oklahoma City, OK
Robert D. Dougherty — Great Bend, KS
Jacob D. Eisel — Boulder, CO
Thomas E. Ewing — San Antonio, TX
David Farmer — Midland, TX
Roger A. Freidline — Midland, TX
William T. Goff III — Littleton, CO
Bobby M. Greenwood — Dallas, TX
Edward W. Heath — Durango, CO
Robert C. Leibrock — Midland, TX

Paul D. Lerwick — Midland, TX
Walter S. Light, Jr. — Houston, TX
Roger L. Martin — Wichita, KS
Christophe G. Mazzini — Dallas, TX
Louis J. Mazzullo — Denver, CO
Robert Murphy — Santa Rosa Beach, FL
M. Davis Payne — Midland, TX
Ronald W. Pritchett — Lone Tree, CO
Richard D. Provensal — Metairie, LA
John M. Rakowski — Florissant, CO
Bradley S. Ray — Dallas, TX
James D. Robertson — Fort Worth, TX
Delmer L. Sloan — Midland, TX
Stephen A. Sonnenberg — Golden, CO
Scott A. Wainwright — Metairie, LA
James P. Walker — Oklahoma City, OK
William A. Walker, Jr. — Austin, TX
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr. — Madison, MS
John C. Worley — Rockport, TX

 Investor  –  $100Investor  –  $100
Joel A. Alberts — Edmond, OK
Donald I. Andrews — Metairie, LA
William C. Bahlburg — Plano, TX
Teresa H. Baker — Houston, TX
Norman K. Barker — Midland, TX
Louis C. Bortz — Denver, CO
Foy W. Boyd, Jr. — Midland, TX
Raul F. Brito — Wichita, KS
Garnet W. Brock — Midland, TX
C. Dan Bump — Houston, TX
Robert M. Cluff — Denver, CO
Robert A. Cooksey — Richardson, TX
Douglas Cummings — Oklahoma City, OK
Jerry B. Davis — Dallas, TX
Marlan W. Downey — Dallas, TX
M. R. Douglass — Destrehan, LA
Merle J. Duplantis — Mandeville, LA
Michael N. Fein — Metairie, LA
Bruce W. Fields — Corpus Christi, TX
Robert L. Foree, Jr. — Dallas, TX
Paul D. Friemel — Boerne, TX
Clement E. George — Midland, TX
Peter G. Gray — Lafayette, LA
Willard R. Green — Midland, TX
W. Kenneth Hall — Fort Worth, TX
Harold W. Hanke — Oklahoma City, OK
Robert C. Henry — Lafayette, LA

(Continued)



Cornerstone  Group  Continued

William F. Howell — Houston, TX
C. M. Jacobs — Mandeville, LA
Michael S. Johnson — Denver, CO
William M. Kazmann — Richardson, TX
William E. Laroche — Dallas, TX
Wayne Lebsack — Lyons, KS
Jack P. Martin — Lafayette, LA
Roger M. Matson — Southport, NC
Eric L. Michaelson — Midland, TX
George P. Mitchell — The Woodlands, TX
James F. O’Connell — Amarillo, TX
F. X. O’Keefe — Denver, CO
Lewis M. O’Neal — Midland, TX
Jory A. Pacht — Sugar Land, TX
Carl M. Padgett — Houston, TX
H. Rudy Parkison — Midland, TX
Elwin M Peacock — Houston, TX
Walter I. Phillips — Wichita, KS
Edward Picou, Jr. — New Orleans, LA
John W. Raine III — Lafayette, LA
E. Gordon Reigle — Midland, TX
Wayland C. Savre — Houston, TX
John T. Schulz, Jr. — Portland, TX
Carol M. Shiels — Kaufman, TX
R. David Shiels — Kaufman, TX
Robert C. Shoup — Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Robert L. Smith — San Antonio, TX
William M. Smith — Houston, TX

Stephen A. Sonnenberg — Golden, CO
Joseph D. Stewart — Golden, CO
Denise M. Stone — Houston, TX
Charles J. Swize — Pattison, TX
Robert E. Tehan — Oklahoma City, OK
George W. Todd — Gainesville, TX
James Travillo — Houston, TX
C. G. Tyner — Houston, TX
William G. Watson — Midland, TX
James M. Zotkiewicz — Metairie, LA

 Scout  –  $50Scout  –  $50
Richard C. Blackwell — Midland, TX
J. R. Bozman — Denver, CO
E. Bernard Brauer — Corpus Christi, TX
Herbert L. Brewer — Dallas, TX
Wallace E. Brunson — Houston, TX
Stephen D. Caffery — Lafayette, LA
David W. Childers — Houston, TX
Hardtner L. Coon — Houston, TX
Jene C. Darmstetter — Wichita, KS
Herbert G. Davis — Edmond, OK
Rebecca L. Dodge — Wichita Falls, TX
Toby Elster — Wichita, KS
Douglas R. Essler — Dallas, TX
William J. Furlong — New Orleans, LA
Monty J. Gist — Midland, TX
Eduardo Gonzales — Carrollton, TX

David R. Grogan — Woodbine, MD
John C. Grunau — Shreveport, LA
James M. Hancock, Jr. — Stafford, TX
Nolan Hirsch — Midland, TX
Emil S. Johansen — Covington, LA
John E. Kimberly — Midland, TX
Susan M. Landon — Golden, CO
Nina C. Lian — Houston, TX
Steven R. Lockwood — Austin, TX
Richard McCullough — San Antonio, TX
Michael F. McKenzie — Lafayette, LA
Jim P. Miller — Lafayette, LA
Wayne D. Miller — Scout
Herbert G. Mills — Houston, TX
Craig E. Moore — Houston, TX
Larry J. Rairden — Bellaire, TX
Martin Shumway — Worthington, OH
Richard W. Stump — Midland, TX
Richard W. Thompson, Jr. — Plano, TX
Loren Toohey — Midland, TX
Arthur Trowbridge — Orange Beach, AL
K. C. Whittemore — Spring, TX
Roy C. Walther — New Orleans, LA
Bonnie R. Weise — San Antonio, TX
Richard Wilkerson — Houston, TX
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2011  SIPES  Foundation  
No  Hassle  Raffle Winners

1st  Prize  —  $500

Dean C. Hamilton
Dallas, TX

2nd  Prize  —  $250

Michael G. Cruson
Golden, CO

Charles E. Edwards
Houston, TX

3rd  Prize  —  $100

Merle J. Duplantis
Mandeville, LA

Constance N. Knight
Golden, CO

Richard H. Sams
Atlanta, GA

Lawrence W. Staub
Richardson, TX



Although the society considered producing a new
field volume, the idea languished until December
2009 when former SIPES Member Carlo Christina
called a meeting of past presidents and the board of
directors of the society and proposed that the oil and
gas field project be restarted, and he offered to serve
as one of the project chairmen. Charles Corona,
#891, stepped forward to serve as co-chairman. By
early January 2010 a steering committee of 13 mem-
bers had been formed.

As an initial step, the steering committee discussed
the process for determining which fields to consider
for the volume. Rather than simply gathering a ran-
dom collection of South Louisiana fields, the commit-
tee targeted the top oil and gas producing fields with
an emphasis on their recent production history.
While some of these fields had been discovered since
the last NOGS volume had been published, it was
discovered very early in the process that many of the
fields that were now top producers were actually old
fields that had been in steep decline or had even
gone off production. Recent activities had rejuvenat-

ed these fields. The theme of the volume became,
"What happened?"

The oil and gas fields across the southern tier of
parishes, encompassed in the Louisiana DNR's
Lafayette District, have been a mainstay of the pro-
duction from Louisiana for decades. With the decline
in production over the years, many of these fields
were abandoned or sold by the majors to smaller
mid- or small-cap operators. In the late 1990s 3-D seis-
mic began to be shot over many of these older fields.
The results were dramatic as new interpretations
yielded additional unseen compartments and fault-
ing. The increase is best documented from the online
file system of the Louisiana Department of
Conservation's SONRIS database. 

Initially, forty fields were targeted, and committee
members approached geologists who had been
involved with these fields and solicited them to sub-
mit a study. Some fields were dropped because the
story just wasn't especially interesting. With others,
there were problems getting partner approval, or
there was active leasing in progress, and the contrib-

Recent  Discoveries  Continued
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Figure 1.  Index map showing the locations of the 26 fields in the new volume.

(Continued)



utors could not get permission to publish. Eventually contributors were found for twenty-six fields. The first
field study was received in April 2010, and most of the remaining field studies were received by the June 30
deadline. The process of editing and proofreading was then undertaken by the editing group composed of Al
Baker, #2359, Art Johnson, #3153, Tom Klekamp, #2823 and the co-chairmen. The drafting of the displays was
completed by Anthony Catalanotto (New Orleans Chapter Affiliate) of Geo-Draft, Inc. Formatting for the final
CDs was done by Gail Bergan, et al., Inc. 

The twenty-six fields in the new volume (Figure 1 shown on page 22) are spread across South Louisiana, and
cover a range of productive ages. In this paper we are giving a brief overview of three of the fields, and demon-
strating how taking a fresh look at old fields has led to increased oil and gas production. 

Pine Prairie Field

Pine Prairie is a salt dome located in Evangeline Parish (Figure 2). The field study was contributed by Brad
Broekstra of Mid States Petroleum. Pine Prairie is a very old field, with production originating from caprock
drilling in 1905. It is truly amazing that a field over 100 years old is still producing. Current operators are Mid-
States Petroleum and ConocoPhillips.

(Continued)
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Recent  Discoveries  Continued

Figure 2.  Wilcox structure map of Pine Prairie Field.



Pine Prairie has over thirty-five Miocene to Lower Wilcox producing sands, ranging in depth from 600
to 13,500 feet. Production is from the Frio, Vicksburg, Cockfield, Cook Mountain, Sparta, and Upper and
Lower Wilcox. The recent uptick in production (Figure 3) is largely the result of completions in Frio
(Oligocene) sands that had gone undiscovered until 2007. We have also seen permits for new drilling
on the West flank, where there hasn't been a lot of recent activity.

Although 3-D seismic data has aided the new development in the field, Brad Broekstra has noted that
the 3-D had little to do with the increased production. The key to success has been going back and
doing some good basic geology – they worked the data. The takeaway from Pine Prairie is that even a
well-explored salt dome like this one can yield great opportunities for companies willing to work the
data.

(Continued)

Recent  Discoveries  Continued
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Figure 3.  Production plots for Pine Prairie Field.



Recent  Discoveries  Continued
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Freshwater Bayou

Freshwater Bayou Field was contributed by Kevin McMichael, #3002, of Claymore Oil and Gas. The
field is a rollover anticline in Vermillion Parish that was discovered in 1942 by Union Oil and by 1993
had produced 133 Bcf and 1.3 million barrels, primarily from Rob Mayeri sands. In an earlier NOGS
field volume, a previous author had written that Freshwater Bayou was depleted. But the production
graphs (Figure 4) tell a different story.

(Continued)

Figure 4.  Production plots for Freshwater Bayou Field.



Unocal made a deeper pool discovery to the north in Discorbis B sands at North Freshwater Bayou Field.
The deepest well that had been drilled at Freshwater Bayou Field stopped 600 feet short of the Discorbis B
section. The Unocal #C-16 well was drilled in 1993 and hit good Disc B pay sands (Figure 5). This was fol-
lowed by the Unocal #C-17 well that found the over 100 feet of pay had been faulted out of the #C-16.
Total pay in the #C-17 exceeds 320 feet.

With their high porosities (16-19%), these Discorbis B sands have sustained daily production rates of over
50 million cubic feet per day. With additional drilling, several more Disc B gas sands have been developed,
and production from the Discorbis B sands now exceeds 585 Bcf and 7.9 million barrels. The takeaway from
Freshwater Bayou Field is that the deeper potential on older fields can be truly spectacular.

(Continued)
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Figure 5.  Structure map on the DB 30 Sand for Freshwater Bayou Field.



Stella Field

Stella Field is a salt dome in Plaquemines Parish, nine miles from downtown New Orleans (Figure 6).
The field was discovered by the California Company (now Chevron) in 1940. Louis Lemarie’, #1225,
contributed the study for the NOGS volume. 

Stella is a difficult place to drill or shoot seismic data: the field extends under the Mississippi River,
Chevron's Oronite plant, and the Belle Chasse Naval Air Station. In spite of these impediments, 86 wells
have been drilled in the field, primarily utilizing direction drilling.

(Continued)
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Figure 6.  Structure map on the Bigenerina humblei Sand for Stella Field.



The production plots (Figure 7) show a significant increase in production as a result of drilling in 2003 and
2004 that reflects the improved definition of the structure from the 3-D seismic data. In particular, the new data
led to the discovery of productive sands upthrown to the down-to-the north fault. In addition, the 3-D data
also allowed the identification of a channel sand with production just below Bigenerina humblei.

In a 1965 field study, the ultimate recovery from Stella was expected to be 10 million barrels and 21 Bcf.
Through 2009, Stella has produced over 14 million barrels and 96 Bcf. The takeaway from Stella is that better
seismic data can open opportunities in old fields, as can the application of more complex stratigraphic models.

26 Examples of "What Happened?"

The rejuvenation of old fields in South Louisiana has come about as a result of several factors. These include:
 Deeper drilling
 Employing better geologic models
 Following new producing trends
 Employing better technology (such as 3D Seismic)
 Working in interdisciplinary teams

But most important, good geologists went back and worked the data.
(Continued)
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Figure 7.  Production plots for Stella Field.
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More details on Pine Prairie,
Freshwater Bayou, and Stella are
available in the field volume, along
with write-ups, maps, logs, and
other information on all 26 fields.
The volume also includes a
detailed evaluation of exploration
results in South Louisiana from
1988 to 2010 by Paul Lawless of
Helis Oil and Gas. 

Oil and Gas Fields of South
Louisiana 2010 is available on CD
from the AAPG Bookstore and on
CD, color hard copy, or black and
white hard copy from the Texas
Bureau of Economic Geology.
Links for ordering are at

http://www.nogs.org/nogs_publi-
cations.html. The SIPES website
(www.sipes.org) has a link to order
this publication.
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by William A. Walker, Jr., #2400 — Austin, Texas

An Introduct ion to  Socia l  NetworkingAn Introduct ion to  Socia l  Networking

The icons above represent the most common forms of
social networking and have become commonplace today
in our online world. These icons are sometimes referred to
as "presence icons" or "content sharing icons." Some of us
are familiar with these applications, but many of us could
use a more thorough introduction. Personally, I've used all
the above, but on a very limited basis, so I've enlisted the
assistance of our summer intern, UT geology student and
future SIPES member Reed Brunette, along with some of
my grown children, to help us better understand these
tools.

We frequently see the icons above, but rarely do they
even include the brief invitations or explanations beneath
those pictured. These and many more similar applications
have become a new form of communication, primarily
among "younger" generations and contribute to a modern
day "generation gap" for many of us. New positions have
been established in most large companies today dedicated
to social media and social networking management. The
four applications we will focus on here will be briefly
described in more detail below in the following order:
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube.

TWITTER

Twitter allows users to broadcast or "post" updates up to
140 characters in length called "tweets" whenever they like,
and receive tweets from other users by "following" them.
Twitter allows users to easily view updates from whomev-
er or whatever they follow. It is not intended for direct
communication between users, but is a very good tool for
staying up to date with the latest news and information.
Once an account is established, you may search by catego-
ry and interest to determine who or what you want to fol-
low. These may include your favorite restaurants, charities,
publications, authors, entertainers, companies, schools,
universities, sports teams and individuals. Some represen-
tative examples of available usernames to follow that may
be of interest to SIPES members include the following:
ANGAus, Chesapeake, CHKmarcellus, Shell, Chevron,
pwrhungry, CNGnow, GoNatGas, pickensplan,
OilGasInvestor, AAPG_Events, MJEconomides and oilin-

telcom. When you click on the Twitter icon on a website,
you will be directed to that entity's Twitter page displaying
recent Tweets, Twitter statistics, and the option to sign up
and/or begin "following" them or it.

Privacy Settings: Once you have an account and want to
manage who can follow you on Twitter, click your user
name in the top right-hand corner of your Twitter home-
page; on the drop-down menu click "Settings." From your
account settings scroll down until you see the box that says
"Tweet Privacy." Check the box for "Protect my Tweets" to
approve who can and can't follow you and see your
tweets. Also, make sure the box next to "Tweet Location"
called "Add a location to your tweets" is unchecked, unless
you want Twitter updating the world with your location
every time you tweet.

FACEBOOK

Facebook is primarily a personal social network which is
good for keeping in contact with family, friends, sharing
pictures and interests. Facebook groups allow people with
similar interests to discuss these in an open or closed set-
ting. Any person, company, vendor, association or entity
can start a Facebook page or group to be followed, by
either "joining" the group or "liking" the Facebook page.
Facebook excels in connecting people, allowing them to
communicate, organize, plan, promote and recommend.
You may adjust privacy settings to restrict access to any
personal information to either "friends" only, "friends of
friends" or "everyone." When you are logged into
Facebook the home page is the News Feed, allowing you
to see posts and pictures from your Facebook friends. You
can communicate individually or with all your friends
simultaneously, with and without photos. You may also
participate in live chat with those friends that are logged
on. When you click on the Facebook icon on a web site you
will be directed to the respective Facebook page where you
will have the option to join Facebook and/or "Like" them or
it, as well as see a list of other similar pages.

Privacy Settings: In the top right-hand corner of your
Facebook page click on "Account". This will open a drop-
down menu from which you will choose "privacy settings".
The two main points of focus are "connecting on Facebook"
and "sharing on Facebook". Click "view settings" next to
"connecting on Facebook" to edit the settings of who can
find you on Facebook and the amount of information they
can view when they search your name. Next, click on "cus-
tomize settings" on the bottom of "sharing on Facebook" to
view the settings of who can see the information, posts,

(Continued)
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photos, etc., on your profile. You may click on "Preview my
Profile" to see what other people see when they view your
profile after they search your name on Facebook.

Please note that among other things included within
Facebook's terms of use is the following: For content that is
covered by intellectual property rights, like photos and
videos ("IP content"), you specifically give us the following
permission, subject to your privacy and application set-
tings: you grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-
licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP
content that you post on or in connection with Facebook
("IP License"). This IP License ends when you delete your
IP content or your account unless your content has been
shared with others, and they have not deleted it.

LINKEDIN

LinkedIn is a social networking site that allows people to
connect with other professionals in their field, search for
job opportunities and/or prospective employees, join
groups and participate in pertinent discussions. You may
organize and view your contacts by multiple categories
such as tags, companies, locations, industries and recent
activity. Users can post a "headline" message that is promi-
nent when their contact is viewed, along with an optional
photo or logo; may communicate using InMail and may
write recommendations of other contacts. Users can dis-
play their twitter accounts and websites that will help
them get in touch more directly. Friends, associates and
possible employers may view your professional profile
including personal information and experience if you
choose. Updates are provided whenever something
changes regarding a "connection's" information, including
new connections of your connections, as well as any
change in contact information, experience, job status, job
title and of which groups your connections are members.
Examples of groups to follow of particular interest to SIPES
members include SIPES-Houston, AAPG, Reservoir
Geologists, Geologist Network, Oil and Gas Professionals,
Global Subsurface Professionals, Society of Exploration
Geophysicists, The Oil and Gas Explorationist Network
and Structural Geology Professionals. You may choose not
to send out updates for various changes of your profile,
and you have a choice of allowing others to view your con-
tact list or not. If you are a member of LinkedIn and are
logged on, when you click on the LinkedIn icon on a web
site you will be directed to the respective "group" site
which will include a description of the group, and who in
your network and in your network's network is a member
of the group. You will also see a list of other similar groups
you may be interested in joining. 

LinkedIn offers four different account types: Basic,
which is free and most common; Business, for about $20
per month; Business Plus, for about $40 per month and
Executive, for about $75 per month. The upgraded

accounts allow progressively more access of various fea-
tures including InMail, searching and search filters, see
who has viewed your profile, Profile Organizer folders,
introductions, more information when searching and pre-
mium customer service.

LinkedIn seems to be the most relevant and useful social
networking tool for business purposes; however, it is very
popular with recruiters. This makes sense considering the
content but can be intrusive. Recruiters typically purchase
upgraded memberships which may allow them access to
information without your approval.

YOUTUBE

YouTube is a site created for sharing video where users
may upload, view and share videos. YouTube was pur-
chased by Google in 2006. Most video on YouTube is gen-
erated by individuals, but some is commercial in origin,
some is news oriented and others are instructional and/or
animations. It is not required to register to use YouTube,
but to upload video or take advantage of many of the ben-
efits registration is required. To participate in the social net-
working aspects of YouTube, once you have registered you
may manage your videos, create a personal channel and
subscribe to other channels. This would include choosing
and sharing favorites with other "YouTubers." The most
applicable virtue of YouTube from a business perspective is
the instructional aspect of many videos, and the vast
amount of information readily available. The simplest way
to locate YouTube videos of interest is to search for what
you're interested in by entering it at the top of the home
page, whether it's your favorite software vendor, company
or technical issue. Some of what you'll
find will be very informative while some will be more
advertisement and/or public relations oriented. If you click
on the YouTube icon on a web site such as an oil and gas
software vendor, you may go directly to tutorial videos,
and have the option to subscribe and be notified when
updates of new instructional videos are released.

All of the applications discussed require your e-mail
address for identification purposes. This can be the prima-
ry avenue others use to search for and locate you on these
sites. If you would prefer not to be found, or to use an
application on a trial basis, create a new free e-mail address
for this purpose, such as a Gmail address. Be sure to set up
the new address to forward messages to your primary
address.

In addition to using these applications on computers,
each is available for use on certain mobile devices by
downloading and installing the mobile application. As
examples these appear on the IPhone like the screen shots
on the next page. They are all very user-friendly and once
the accounts are established can often be more conve-
niently used on a mobile basis than from our computers.

(Continued)
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If unfamiliar with these applications but you are inter-
ested in learning more, it is recommended you join and
logon to investigate the site(s) of interest in more detail,
paying special attention to all privacy settings. Terminating
an account is easy if you so choose. Remember each time
you join or follow something will generate messages and
possibly e-mail, so proceed with caution to minimize infor-
mation overload. The challenge of social networking for
those of us on this side of the generation gap may be dis-
cerning the potential benefits for the time and energy
spent. Good luck in this endeavor.

The past several years of Technology Corner have pro-
vided numerous excellent articles on timely subject matter.
An index of all articles published in the quarterlies is avail-
able on the SIPES web site at this address:
http://www.sipes.org/Newsletter%20Index.htm. If you
have a topic you would like to hear more about, would be
interested in contributing an article or just a "technology
tip" to Technology Corner, please contact Bill Walker at
bwalker@stalkerenergy.com.

(Continued on Page 33)



Technology Tip
Texas Railroad Commission Online

Production Reports Query

The RRC has recently been running
months behind in assigning Lease
Numbers (5 digit) and Gas ID
Numbers (6 digit) to new productive
wells which can cause delays in
accessing production details. A search

is performed by going to the follow-
ing address:
http://www.rrc.state.tx.us/data/online/
index.php, choosing Production
Reports Query then filling in the
fields to search for Production by
Lease. You may alternatively enter the
Permit Number in the RRC Identifier
field but you must choose the Pending

option at the bottom left. You may also
search for pending production by
operator but this can be more prob-
lematic due to multiple operator num-
bers and large numbers of wells per
operator. This issue may or may not
cause delays in production reporting
from commercial vendors depending
on how they gather their information.
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